LEARNING TOWER
SAFETY
THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A LITTLE BIG LEARNING TOWER. HERE
ARE SOME GUIDELINES TO KEEP YOUR TOWER SHINY AND NEW AND
MOST IMPORTANTLY, TO KEEP YOUR LITTLE BIG AS SAFE CAN BE.

- Learning Towers are only to be used with close, adult
supervision. As tempting as it may be to sit on the
couch with a vino whilst your Little Big person discovers
the joy of doing dishes, don’t. Instead, stand within
arm's length at all times.
- Ensure sharp, hot or dangerous items are out of reach
of the Little Big person when in their tower.
- Little Big Learning Towers have steps for climbing
onto but otherwise aren’t designed for climbing or
swinging from. Take a look at our Pikler Triangles if
you've got yourself a monkey.
- The chalkboard safety backing is recommended for
users under 2 year of age.
- Supervise when Little Big people are climbing in and out of the tower. Towers may tip if rocked or
leant out of.
- Learning Towers are sold raw. To protect the wood from the inevitable spillages to come, we
recommend oiling, painting or varnishing your tower regularly in your choice of finish.
- Learning Towers are meant for use on level surfaces only. Avoid using them on uneven surfaces such
as carpet or grass. As with all products, it is recommended that you check your Tower regularly (as
often as every use) for structural stability.
- Little Big Learning Towers come with a 2 year structural warranty. This does not include natural wear
and tear or any damages caused by misuse or incorrect assembly.
- Slimline Towers are designed for one user only. Once again, we emphasise close, arm's length
supervision at all times, especially if your Little Big people like to play rough.
- and most importantly, have fun!
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